D IGITAL ISED SY STEM FOR EFFI CI ENT B USI NESS PR OCESS

DIGITALISED SYSTEM FOR

EFFICIENT BUSINESS PROCESS
Maximise efficiency via a single and highly streamlined
business application.

Today’s businesses operate in a world of increasing complexity characterised by
higher data volumes, faster business cycles, and ever more demanding customers. In
this volatile climate, traditional business models, processes, and skill sets can put a
company at a competitive disadvantage.
In response, CANSCO developed EXCEED, a digital transformation project to help
drive revenue growth, enhance the customer experience, improve productivity, and
manage risk.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Transforming the business process requires a level of speed
and precision that traditional approaches can’t meet.
Today’s businesses operate in a world of increasing complexity characterised by
higher data volumes, faster business cycles, and ever more demanding customers. In
this volatile climate, traditional business models, processes, and skill sets can put a
company at a competitive disadvantage.

SUPERIOR
SCALABILITY

FACILITATED REGULATORY /
CUSTOMER COMPLIANCE

a system in place that can elegantly and efficiently
accommodate the company’s growth.

An aid in consistently assure the company is
meeting the compliance requirements.

IMPROVED
EFFICIENCY

IMPROVED DATA QUALITY
AND ACCESSIBILITY

Greatly reduce the time and effort of the employees
to carry out their daily activities.

Largely eliminate human input, which is where most
error occurs and right people be able to access the
right data at the right time.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Transforming the business process requires a level of speed
and precision that traditional approaches can’t meet.
Today’s businesses operate in a world of increasing complexity characterised by
higher data volumes, faster business cycles, and ever more demanding customers. In
this volatile climate, traditional business models, processes, and skill sets can put a
company at a competitive disadvantage.

IMPROVED COLLABORATION
AND WORKFLOW

DATA
SECURITY

Simplifies the process of collaboration by
providing employees with access to the data
they need when they need it.

A system that have intrinsic controls to ensure
the security of Company’s data.

IMPROVED REPORTING
AND PLANNING

FULLY
CUSTOMISABLE

It has a single and unified reporting for
applicable business process that can readily
generate useful reports and analytics at
anytime.

Able to customise easily exactly the way
you want and what the company needs and
requirements.

ONE ENVIRONMENT
FOR BUSINESS
PROCESS

Rather than requiring the use of third-party applications,
or different portals for different functions.
EXCEED work with a single database that puts all the customer information, equipment availability and facilitates
team interaction - everything is built in, from day-to-day business process to invoicing, asset management, inventory,
equipment inspections, finance etc...
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MANUFACTURING

Centralised
Data Source

WORK FASTER
AND IN CONTROL
Lets experts be experts - it puts control
and transformational power in your hands.

Decision
Support

Total
Visibility

EXCEED makes Cansco better than any of their competitors
and provide a sound basis to make all company requirements
for running the business a smooth and easy process.

STANDARDISED BUSINESS PROCESS

Security and
Integrity

Increase Work
Efficiency

A process that delivers consistent results where transparency
is greatly improved while errors are greatly reduced.

Workflow
Management

ASSET MANAGEMENT, EQUIPMENT
INSPECTIONS, ANALYTICS, MOBILE AND MORE
EXCEED modules are completely integrated, fully-featured solutions - not addons or afterthoughts that provide a seamless environment of advanced enterprise
capabilities. This highly integrated approach empowers users to create, access,
deliver, and use content in more contextual and professional ways.
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